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Data Management and Query Processing in Semantic Web DatabasesSpringer, 2011

	The Semantic Web, which is intended to establish a machine-understandable Web, is currently changing from being an emerging trend to a technology used in complex real-world applications. A number of standards and techniques have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), e.g., the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which...
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A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2011

	The aim of this book is to teach computer programming using examples from mathematics and the natural sciences. We have chosen to use the Python programming language because it combines remarkable power with very clean, simple, and compact syntax. Python is easy to learn and very well suited for an introduction to computer programming. Python...
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Approximation and Online Algorithms: 8th International Workshop, WAOA 2010Springer, 2011

	Networked systems for transport, communication, and social interaction have contributed to all aspects of life by increasing economic and social efficiency. However, increased connectivity also gives intruders and attackers better opportunities to maliciously spread in the network, whether the spread is of disinformation, or of contamination...
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Change Management for Semantic Web ServicesSpringer, 2011

	Software automates a wide variety of business processes in modern enterprises. Changes made to software are, in effect, changes made to the business processes themselves that govern and automate the internal and external operations of an organization.Without a proper disciplined approach to change management, enterprises lack a full...
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Implementation and Application of Automata: 15th International Conference, CIAA 2010Springer, 2011

	This volume of Lecture Notes in Computer Science contains revised versions of papers presented at the 15th International Conference on Implementation and Application of Automata, CIAA 2010. The conference was held at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg, Canada, on August 12–15, 2010. The previous CIAA conferences were held in London,...
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Formal Verification of Object-Oriented Software: International Conference, FoVeOOS 2010Springer, 2011

	Formal software verification has outgrown the area of academic case studies, and industry is showing serious interest. The logical next goal is the verification of industrial software products. Most programming languages used in industrial practice are object-oriented, e.g., Java, C++, or C#. The International Conference on Formal...
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Provenance and Annotation of Data and Process: Third International Provenance and Annotation WorkshopSpringer, 2011

	Interest in and needs for provenance are growing as data proliferate. Data are increasing in a wide array of application areas, including scientific workflow systems, logical reasoning systems, text extraction, social media, and linked data. As data volumes expand and as applications become more hybrid and distributed in nature, there is...
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Security Protocols: 15th International Workshop, Brno, Czech Republic, April 18-20Springer, 2011

	Welcome once again to the proceedings of the International Security Protocols Workshop. The 15th workshop in our series took place in Brno, a beautiful city in the southeast of the Czech Republic famous also as setting for a blown espionage operation in “Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy.”


	The theme of our deliberations this...
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Real-Time Graphics Rendering Engine (Advanced Topics in Science and Technology in China)Springer, 2011

	"Real-Time Graphics Rendering Engine" reveals the software architecture of the modern real-time 3D graphics rendering engine and the relevant technologies based on the authors’ experience developing this high-performance, real-time system. The relevant knowledge about real-time graphics rendering such as the rendering...
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Integrated Circuit and System Design. Power and Timing Modeling, Optimization, and SimulationSpringer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 20th International Workshop on Power and TimingModeling, Optimization and Simulations, PATMOS 2010. Over the years, PATMOS has evolved into an important European event, where researchers from both industry and academia discuss and investigate the emerging challenges in future and contemporary applications,...
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E-Librarian Service: User-Friendly Semantic Search in Digital Libraries (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2011

	The key to understanding the breathtaking development of mankind lies in the ability to objectify knowledge. Just like human knowledge has undergone changes, so have the libraries in their role as treasure chambers of said knowledge. With the advent of the digital age, traditional libraries were complemented by huge collections of digital...
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Towards a Service-Based Internet: Third European Conference, ServiceWave 2010Springer, 2010

	The ServiceWave conference series is committed to being the premier European forum for researchers, educators and industrial practitioners to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, experiences and concerns in software services (or the “Future of the Internet of Service”) and related underlying infrastructure...
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